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Three different scenarios of change -each arguably representing a distinct form of crisis -dominate current research on the legitimacy of the democratic nation state. One may speak of an erosion or collapse of legit imacy (our type I and II scenarios) when citizens withdraw their support for a political order. By contrast, a mere transformation of legitimacy (type III) may be diagnosed where a regime continues to enjoy popular support while the democratic foundations of its legitimacy are superseded by non-democratic ones. But is there indeed a clear trend among Western democracies in any of these three directions, away from secure democratic legitimacy? How can the scope or nature of legitimacy be gauged to begin with, and how are the foundations of legitimacy reproduced, challenged, or transformed?
This book differs from most of the extant literature in two important respects. First, we treat legitimacy as a strictly empirical phenomenon, drawing on a comparative study of Switzerland, Germany, Britain, and the United States. The normative assessment of legitimacy in these four political systems and of their democratic quality is largely beyond our purview. Second, we break new ground by focusing on the communicative dimension of legitimacy. The underlying argument is that the legitimation or delegitimation of political systems -the (re)production, withdrawal, or transformation of regime support -is an essentially linguistic phenomenon, and hence may be captured by examining legitimation discourses.
The present chapter introduces the theoretical rationale and analytical framework of our empirical study. In the first section, we review traditional approaches to legitimacy research and contrast them with S. Schneider et al., Democracy's Deep Roots © Steffen Schneider, Achim Hurrelmann, Zuzana Krell-Laluhová, Frank Nullmeier, Achim Wiesner 2010 a text analytical perspective. In the second section, we introduce an analytical framework for the examination of legitimation discourses. Finally, the research design, methodological orientation, and hypotheses of our study are presented.
Dimensions of legitimacy: Attitudes, behaviour, and communication
All empirical perspectives on legitimacy are faced with five basic sets of research questions. The first set of questions relates to the elements or representatives of political systems that may or should be considered as bearers of legitimacy, or objects of legitimation. Most empirical studies in the field, including our own, concentrate on political systems or regimes as a whole, including their core institutions and basic principles but excluding authorities -the incumbents of government offices and parliamentary mandates -as well as policies from their purview. However, going beyond this a priori focus on the regime level, one also has to probe empirically which specific regime elements or instituc tions are viewed as legitimation objects by citizens or political elites, and hence are perceived as deserving or requiring the kind of support that we call legitimacy. We examine this question in Chapter 3, against the backdrop of a hierarchy of legitimation objects developed for that purpose.
Measuring the extent to which political orders are supported -levels of legitimacy -comes next: how legitimate is a particular regime or institution? Is citizen support -for instance, for Western democracies and their parliaments -stable, eroding, or growing? Such levels of legit imacy may be gauged in a cross-sectional fashion, highlighting similarities and differences, or in a longitudinal fashion, with a view to stability and change. This question will also be dealt with in Chapter 3.
Examining the foundations of legitimacy is the third major item on our empirical research agenda: why is a political system or institution considered legitimate or illegitimate? What are the sources of pertinent legitimacy beliefs? Which normative criteria and argumentsfor instance, related to a regime's accountability, distributive justice, or effectiveness -are used to make and justify supportive or critical evaluations? Have such patterns of legitimation changed over time, and do they differ between political systems? Again, this set of questions may be examined in a cross-sectional or longitudinal perspective. Chapter 4 of the book tackles them on the basis of an empirically grounded classification of legitimation patterns.
